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Recently there has been considerable interest in computing the finite

temperature corrections to the Green functions of quantum field theories

[1-1*]. In Befs.l, 2 and 3 the photon and gluon self energies are computed,

but different screening effects by thermal fluctuations are obtained,

depending on how the limit kv •* 0 is taken.

One way of studying screening effects is to compute the temperature-

dependent mass defined by [5]

+ Re IT (k) (1.1)
on mass shell

where m is. the renormalized zero-temperature mass and is the temperature-
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ABSTRACT

We have used the real time formalism to compute the one-loop finite

temperature corrections to the photon self energies in spinor and scalar QED.

We show that, for a real photon, only the transverse components develop the

temperature-dependent masses, while, for an external static electromagnetic

field applied to the finite temperature system, only the static electric field

is screened by thermal fluctuations. After showing how to compute systematically

the imaginary parts of the finite temperature Green functior.s, we have

attempted to give a microscopic interpretation of the imaginary parts of the

self energies.
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dependent contribution to the self energy. The authors of Refs.l, 2 and 3

have used the imaginary time formalism to compute m , lay taking the limit
u

k -»• 0 as the mass shell condition. If one uses the imaginary time formalism

to compute m , one has to take the limit k ' + 0 either in the time-like
p

direction (k •+ 0 first) [1,2], or in the space-like direction (k° •+ 0 first)

[3]. The limits k —>0 and k ^> 0, however, do not commute [3], thereby

resulting in different screening effects. We note that such limits are not
2

exactly the mass shell condition, k = 0, for the photon and gluon. We

also note that, in the imaginary time formalism, the mass shell condition is

ambiguous since k is a discrete variable while k is continuous. Therefore

to understand the effects of thermal fluctuations on the "behaviour of the

photon, a more careful study is warranted.

In this paper we use the real time formalism [6,7,8] to compute the

finite temperature contributions to the real and imaginary parts of the photon

self energies in spinor and scalar QED. This formalism enables us to compute

(l.l) not only for the oases ku -* 0 in the time-like and space-like

directions, but also for the case k = 0 without taking the limit kM •+ 0.

It is also advantageous to use this formalism in such calculations since one

avoids difficulties such as multiple summations over discrete energy variables

and analytic continuations to Hinkowski space. We will show that the

evaluation of imaginary parts of Green's functions are particularly simple

in this formalism.

In the next section ve compute the real part of the photon self-energy

in spinor EJED and show that only the transverse components of the photon

obtain effective masses if one computes it with the exact mass shell condition
2

k = 0. In Sec.Ill the imaginary part of the photon self energy in spinor
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QED is calculated- AD ni:v,n pt has. been made to interpret the iivi^inary part

as the decay rate of the photon in the finite temperature medium. In Sec.IV

we compute the imaginary part of the photon self energy in scalar QED. Its

structure is similar to that in spinor QED except for the fact that the

intermediate states are bosons rather than fermions. The reaults are briafly

discussed in the last section, and the appendix gives a different method

for the evaluation of the imaginary parts of finite temperature Green

function.-;.

It is convenient to write the self energy as

(2.3)

I I . THE HEAL PART OF THE SELF-ENERGY IN SPINOR QED

To find the temperaturewlependent photon mass we compute the rea l

part of the one-r-loop correction to the photon self energy, Re iisUV, in

high temperature approximation (Bra < - ; l ) . We do t h i s for the three

different cases, I . e . for t ime- l ike , space-like and l i gh t - l i ke photon

momenta, separately.

In the rea l time formalism the fermion and the Feynman gauge photon

propagators are given by

rt + air:

fp(.E) =
e e E

+l
"** f B ( E ) = ^

Then the one-

loop self energy at finite temperature is given by

( 2 .2 )

where ET /7+ -+72 ?
= »/Cp - k) + m

and

where wJJ and TT̂  denote the temperature-independent and the temperature-
uv

dependent parts of T , respectively.

For photons ve may define the temperature-dependent mass as

(2.M

where the summation runs over all the components of the photon fields which

obtain the effective mass HD . In the high temperature limit (gm << l ) ,
p

the real part of the self-energy may be written as

(Hf- (2.5)

One can easily calculate the self-energy (2.5) for the case of time-

like photon momentum. Setting ? = 0, one obtains, in the high temperature

limit, the result
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This Implies that both the longitudinal and transverse components Of the photon

obtain effective masses, This is the well^Jmown plasmon effect [1,2], Thus

according to Eq., (2.1*) the plasmon mass is given by

(2.6)

in agreement with the result attained in Refs.l and 2, This may he interpreted

as follows: if one introduces a photon vitii time-like momentum into the

system, at a f ini te temperature B, i t 'behaves as if both the longitudinal

and the transverse components have mass M given by Eq,(2.6).

p

For the case of space^like photon momentum, it is convenient to set

k = 0, as has teen done in Ref,3. Then Eq..(2,5) may he vritten as

(2-7)

f =Tf
Note that the limit Js —• 0 (k = 0 ) corresponds to the static limit.

Therefore it must he interpreted as showing that if one applies an external

static electromagnetic field to the finite temperature system, only the

electric field is screened by the thermal fluctuation. This result is

consistent with Ref.3, where the self energy of the gluon is computed.

To study the behaviour of the real photon introduced into the

finite temperature system, one has to compute the self energy for the case
2

of l ight- l ike momentum k = 0. This can easily be done with the real time
o

formalists as mentioned in the in t roduc t ion . Se t t ing k = 0 in E q . ( 2 . 5 ) ,

we obtain

The zeroth component of this, in the limit 8m << 1, is given by
The f i rs t term on the right-hand side of this equation can easily be evaluated,
in the high temperature approximation, giving

Taking the limit k—»0 s one immediately obtains

Similarly, one computes the other components of Re iiig , and finds that

they a l l vanish in this l imit ,

Re L = o =

These results imply that only the longitudinal component of the photon field

obtains an effective mass. According to Eq. (2,1+) it is

.St

1

The components of the second terms can be rewritten as

k /jk| and E = Jq + m Combining the above results one

can write
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(2.8)

where

We finally note that the trace of TT̂  is the same in whichever
p

limit we compute it,

and

*}Notice tha t t he term propor t iona l t o I(mB) in Eq.(2 .8) does not cont r ibu te
V 2

to the trace TT , because of the mass shell condition k = 0. Therefore
Eq.(2.8) implies that only the two transverse components obtain the
temperature-dependent mass

but which components obtain the temperature-dependent masses depends on

whether the photon momentum is time-like, space-like, or light-like, as has

been shown.

III. THE IMAGINABY PAHT OF THE SELF ENERGY IN SPINOH QED

Using the relation

\

+ ie

?
(3.1)

(2.9)

The consistency of the result (2.9) can he checked hy inverting the

wri te the imaginary par t of Eq.(2 .2) as

equation

tor the propagator and examining which components develop poles at non-zero
2

values of k". Of course, inverting the above equation in this case is

meaningless since IT in Eq.(2.8) is computed exactly on iiass shell, k ~ 0.
p

However, one can easily show that if iC is of the form given in Eq.(2.8),

for all values of k , then only the transverse components can develop poles
2

at non-zero values of k

The results may then be interpreted as showing that, if one introduces

a real photon into the system at a finite temperature &, only the independent

dynamical variahles (i.e. the transverse components) obtain the temperature-

dependent mas s given by Eq. (2 .9).

~*\ It ia noted that this term diverges in the high temperature limit, gm •+ 0.

-T-

(3.2)

The f i rs t term of Eq.(3.2) is just the imaginary part of the aero-temperature

self-energy 1HQV , which, by using the Cutkosky rule , can be written as

- 8 -
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'.'• I .:.:.. no^.c : (.ii.it V<* i n t e g r a l s j . . - . E y . s . i J . 2 ) i;,:"[ U - 3 ) ai-e non-van i c h ^ i g

2 2only when the photon momentum satisfies k ^ lin , Therefore one can compute
theui in the rest frame of the timer*lik.e photon. In this frame, the

computation is particularly simple, and after a straightforward calculation

we obtain

The fact that che

- | S

(3.It)

where o = e /Itn , We note that the result is true for a l l temperatures.

The same result (3.^) was obtained "by Beehler [2] by using the imaginary time

formalism. As mentioned earlier,however, the computation in the imaginary

time formalism Is much more complicated, especially for more complex diagrams.

On the other hand, the procedure in the real time formalism can easily be

generalized for more complex diagrams, and the computation is no more

difficult than In the zero-temperature case, at least in the rest frame of

the time-like photon.

Taking the trace of

f

we obtain

3k ^Wj

(3.5)

The zero temperature contribution to Eq.(3.5) Is simply the decay rate
of a photon Into an e e" pair at zero temperature, and is given by [8,9]

W)

(3.6}

nt-ire i •: fin it" means that there are other particles,

especially electrons and positrons in thermal equilibrium vith photons. There-

fore, the photon cannot decay into an e c~ pair If one of the corresponding

states for e or e is occupied. The probability of the electron (or

positron) state with energy E being occupied is f (E). Thus the first term

of Eq.-(.3.5) may be interpreted as the decay rate of the photon into e e"
2

at finite temperature |jj , since the factor (l»-f) is the probability of both

electron and positron states being unoccupied.

The microscopic Interpretation of the second terra of Eq.. (3.5) remains

an open question. We note, however, that if the initial photon decays into

e and e", and these are subsequently annihilated into two photons with

e"~ and e already occupied in the system, then the rate of this process

would be represented by the second term of Eq.(3-5). These final state

photons will have the same momenta as the initial photon we introduced,

because of energy-momentum conservation. Such processes may be interpreted

aa induced pair annihilations in the many particle system.

In the appendix we evaluate the Imaginary part of the photon self-

energy by computing the discontinuity of n (it). It is shown there that

the first term of Sq.(3.5) (the one proportional to (l-f) ) comes from a

term consisting of only causal Green functions, while the second term comes

from a term consisting of only anticausual Green functions. Since the second

term of Eq.(3.5) comes from the intermediate states which move in the wrong

direction, it seems reasonable to interprete it as the rate of the process

with two photons in the final state.

IV. THE IMAGINARY PAKT OF THE PHOTOM SELF-ENERGY IH SCALAfl QED

The real part of the photon self energy in scalar QED [6] has the

same structure as the one in spinar QED, Therefore, we will consider only

the imaginary part, which can be written as

.i)
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where ^ V ( p , k ) = (2r-k)'! ' i : x ^ )

by using the Cutkoslty ru le , as
f i r s t term of .;-an be vrrixton,

V. DISCUSSION

(It.2)

Computing in the rest frame of photon with time-like momentum,we obtain

, t IT
 ; i = - ^ sc

(It.3)

where a = e /Uir.

Taking the t r a c e of Eq.(lt ,3) we find

s ©< i^- t ( +

(it.it)

In the zero temperature limit (B -+ -) this reduces to the decay rate of the

photon into a scalar particle and its antiparticle at zero temperature [8].

Eq.(l4.l+) has the same structure as the imaginary part in the spinor QED

case, except for the fact that fp is replaced by -f because of the

different statistics. The result (lt.lt) can also be obtained by using the

Cutkosky rule discussed in the appendix.

The first term of Eq. (lt.lt) may be interpreted as representing the

decay rate of a photon, in the medium of the finite temperature system,

modified (from the zero temperature case) by the fact that the presence of

bosons in the system increases the density available of final states [6],

The second term may be interpreted as the rate of the process where a photon

decays into a particle-antiparticle pair, and these are subsequently

annihilated, with the antiparticle and particle present already in the

system, into two photons.

We have shown, by using the real time formalism, that if one

introduces a photon with time-like momentum into a system at finite

temperature, it behaves as if both the longitudinal and the transverse

components have the temperature-dependent masses, the well-known plasmon

effect. If, on the other hand, one applies a static external field to the

finite temperature system, only the electric field is screened by thermal

fluctuation. If, however, one introduces a real photon (k = 0) into the

system only the independent dynamical variables, that is the transverse

components, develop the temperature-dependent masses given by Eq.(2.9).

We have also attempted to give a microscopic interpretation to the

imaginary parts of the photon self energies. A part of them can be understood

as the decay rate of the photon into a pair of intermediate state particles

in the medium of the finite temperature system. The other part is related to

the rate of the process which has two photons in the final state. To fully

understand the role of the imaginary parts of the finite temperature Green

functions, further studies of the unitarity and covariance of finite temperature

field theories are warranted.

The imaginary part of the fermion self-energy, at finite temperature,

is of the form

The first and the second term on the right-hand side may separately be

interpreted in the same way as the photon self-energy case. However, the

microscopic interpretation of the imaginary parts, as a whole, remains an

open question because of the relative minus sign in the second term.

Another important question concerns how the temperature must transform

Cor remain the same?) when the relativistic many-particle system is

observed from different inertial frames.

Finally we note that the formalism developed by Takahashi, Umezawa

and Ojima (see Ojima [10]) would lead to the same results as ours up to

the one-loop order, although there will be extra terms in higher order

diagrams, coming from the fictitious field variables they introduce.
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APPENDIX

To gain bet ter insight into the role of the imaginary part of the

photon self energy at f in i te temperature, we proceed to compute i t by a

different method. One can compute the imaginary part of iff by considering

the discontinuity of inlJV(lt.) 2 0

at the cut in complex k plane (or k plane
in the rest frame of the photon) [9]. The discontinuity is defined by

(A.I)

To compute the discontinuity it is convenient to write the fermion propagator

in Eq,. (.2.1) as

{A. 2)

where use has teen made of the relation (3.1). Using Eq..(A.2) we can write

.3)

The substitution k —» k ± ifi in Eq.. (A.3) has the ame effect as an

infinitesimal downward or upward movement of the integration contour in the

p plane. An infinitesimal movement of the contour does not change the

integral (A.3) unless the contour is trapped between two poles, and so has

to cross a pole to move. When this happens the contribution to itr is

Just the residue at the pole which one has to cross to move the integration

contour. Thus the computation of AIT is reduced to finding where this

trapping of the contour between poles occurs.

-13- -1k-



Following the procedure of Ref,9, we compute the discontinuity for

the case k > 0 in the rest frame of the time-like photon. The integrand

of the f i rs t term in Eq,(A,3) has poles at

andso the contour is trapped between the two poles at p = E -

__ ̂  _ t_^ Tn L >*• l m T_^p~ = k~ - E + ife when E = k 12. Note that E
rest frame of the photon. Therefore the contribution to ATT
first term is

from the

(A.5)

We note that the complex conjugate of the last term of Eq̂ . (A. 3) is of the

form

(A.U)

since the residue contribution at the pole p = E - iG can be obtained by

the substitution

rz- E 3
-9 -

We note that the result (A.*0 could have been obtained directly Toy using

the Cutkosky - m i ^ since the first term of Eq.(A.3) has the same structure

as the zero temperature self-energy except for a multiplicative factor.

The second and third terms of Eq. (A.3) can easily lie shown not to

contain any trappings of the contour. Therefore these terms do not contribute

to the discontinuity.

The integrand of the last term of Eq. (A. 3} has poles" at p = E + 16

and p = k + E + i6 , and the trapping occurs between the two polest at

p = E + it and p = k - E - ie when E= k /2. Proceedings in the same way

as above, we obtain the contribution

(A.6)

The discontinuity of this can easily be computed by using the CutJtosky

rule, leading to the result (.A.5). Combining Eqs.(A.lt} and (A.5) we

immediately obtain the result of Eq.C3.lt) for the imaginary part of iir̂ Ĵ

The first term of Eq.(A.3) has the same structure as the zero

temperature photon self-energy. Therefore it is reasonable to interpret

the imaginary part of this term as the decay rate of a photon into an e e~

pair in the medium. From Eq. [A.6) we see that has a similar

structure as the zero temperature case except for the fact that it consists

of anticausal Green functions rather than the causal ones. This implies

that the discontinuity n comes from the intermediate states (e e")
moving in the wrong direction. Therefore this supports the interpretation

that it represents the rate of the process whereby a photon decays into

an e e~ pair which are subsequently annihilated with an e~e in the system,

into two photons.

The analogous computation for the discontinuity in scalar QED can

be carried out similarly. By replacing f-, by -f , and i(i by -^ $

in Eq.. (A,3), one obtains the results presented in Sec.IV.

-15-
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